Agenda Item: 4.1.3 CBH GRAIN SUBMISSION

Submission to a GTA Technical Committee
Instructions
Please complete all sections of this form to ensure the Committee receives a clear indication of the issue and
your recommended course of action.

Proposal from: CBH Grain
GTA Member name: CBH Group
Contact details: Claire Shadbolt - claire.shadbolt@cbh.com.au
PH: 0438 837 417

Date submitted: 23/03/2020

sent, via email, to GTA at submissions@graintrade.org.au

NOTE
Submissions will be published on the GTA website unless there is a request not to, based on confidentiality.
GTA publishes submissions:
1. to aid industry in understanding the issues on a particular topic; and
2. as a method for submitters to check that their submission has been received.
Issue - outline what the issue is.

In recent years, international wheat markets have been providing regular feedback regarding the increasing
dockage levels of Australian wheat, in particular Japan and Korea.
Dockage is identified as unmillable material (whiteheads, radish pods etc), small foreign seeds, Type 7B seeds. At
this stage it is understood that screenings is not impacting on the increasing dockage levels
Impact on Member Business - detail how the issue affects the business operations of not just your business but
other GTA members as well.

The reputation of Australian grain is at risk due to the increasing dockage levels. International markets, in
particular Japan, are looking for alternative origins for the supply of noodle wheat which is currently niche to WA.
The largest risk is losing this highly valuable niche Australian noodle wheat market if these quality issues are not
pro-actively addressed.

Recommendation - detail your recommendation to address the issue.

- Consideration be given to reviewing the limits for un-millable, SFS and Type 7B seeds in ANW and APWN
grades with a focus on establishing new limits that reduce impacts of dockage. Suggested changes may be
extended to include other milling wheat grades over time.
- We ask that GTA look further into establishing a dockage measurement "alternative" within the Australian grain
trading standards for all wheat milling grades that specifically targets quality parameters that make up dockage.
Members who Support this Submission - list other GTA members who support this submission. Insert their
name and contact person with phone number.

Grain Industry Association of Western Australia - Wheat Council
Larissa Taylor
Phone: 08 6262 2128

